Abstract. The paper gives some properties of hitting times and an analogue of the Wiener-Hopf factorization for the Kendall random walk. We show also that the Williamson transform is the best tool for problems connected with the Kendall generalized convolution.
Introduction
In this paper we study positive and negative excursions for the Kendall random walk {X n : n ∈ N 0 } which can be defined by the following recurrence construction: In the second section we present the definition and main properties of the Williamson transform together with unexpectedly simple inverse formula. We give also the definition of the Kendall convolution ( [4] ) which is an example of generalized convolution in the sense defined by Urbanik [8, 9] . This section is written only for the completeness of the paper, since all presented facts are known, but rather difficult to find in the literature.
In the third section we recall another definition of Kendall random walk following the multidimensional distributions approach given in [1] . By this construction it is clear that the Kendall random walk is a Markov process. Then we study hitting times, positive and negative excursions for this process. The main result of the paper is the analog of the Wiener-Hopf factorization.
For simplicity we use notation T a for the rescaling operator (dilatation) defined by (T a λ)(A) = λ(A/a) for every Borel set A when a = 0, and T 0 λ = δ 0 . In the whole paper parameter α > 0 is fixed.
Williamson transform and Kendall convolution
Let us start from reminding the Williamson transform (see [12] ) and its basic properties. In this paper we apply it to P s -symmetric probability measures on R, but equivalently it can be considered on the set P + -measures on [0, ∞).
Definition 2.1. By Williamson transform we understand operation ν → ν given by
where a + = a if a 0 and a + = 0 otherwise.
For the convenience we use the following notation:
The next lemma is almost evident and well known. It contains the inverse of Williamson transform which is surprisingly simple.
Lemma 2.1. The correspondence between a measure ν ∈ P and its Williamson transform is 1−1. Moreover, denoting by F the cumulative distribution function of ν, ν({0}) = 0, we have
except for the countable many t ∈ R.
Proof. Of course the assumption ν({0}) = 0 is only technical simplification. Notice first, that for t > 0 integrating by parts we obtain
and
then, except for the points of jumps for F we can differentiate the equality
and obtain
In the following we use the notation:
δ −x and π 2α (dy) = α|y| 
The extension of △ α to the whole P s is given by
It is easy to see that the operation △ α is symmetric, associative, commutative and
, where → denotes the weak convergence;
The next proposition, which is only a reformulation of a known property of Williamson transform, shows that this transform is playing the same role for Kendall convolution as the Fourier transform for classical convolution.
Proposition 2.2. Let ν 1 , ν 2 ∈ P s be probability measures with the Williamson transforms
Now, by the definition of Kendall convolution, we see that
which was to be shown. ♣ Proof. Since the Williamson transform of δ 1 is equal Ψ(t) then putting c n = n −1/α we obtain
The function e −|t| α is symmetric and monotonically decreasing as a function of t α on the positive half line, thus there exists a measure σ ∈ P s such that
According to Lemma 2.1 we can calculate the cumulative distribution function F of the measure σ obtaining F (0) = 
Notice that properties of Kendall convolution together with the one described in the last proposition show that the Kendall convolution is an example of generalized convolutions in the sense defined by K. Urbanik. More about generalized convolutions one can find in [2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . As a simple consequence of Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 we obtain the following fact:
Proposition 2.4. Let ν ∈ P. For each natural number n 2 the cumulative distribution function F n of the measure ν △αn is equal
Examples.
1. Let ν be uniform distribution on [−1, 1]. Then
For each natural number n 2 the probability measure ν △αn has the density
3. Let ν = p δ 1 + (1 − p) π p , where p ∈ (0, 1] and π p is the symmetric Pareto distribution with density π p (dy) = α|y|
For each natural number n 2 we have:
4. Let ν = π 2α for α ∈ (0, 1]. Since δ 1 △ α δ 1 = π 2α then using Example 2 we arrive at:
Kendall random walk
The direct construction of the symmetric Kendall random walk {X n : n ∈ N 0 } based on the sequence (Y k ) of i.i.d. unit steps with distribution ν we have already presented in Definition 1.1. Slightly different direct construction was given in [3] . We recall here one more definition of the Kendall random walk following [1] , where only multidimensional distributions of this process are considered. This approach is more convenient in studying positive and negative excursions, which we consider in this section.
Definition 3.1. The Kendall random walk or a discrete time Lévy process under the Kendall generalized distribution is the Markov process
{X n : n ∈ N 0 } with X 0 ≡ 0 and the transition probabilities
where measure ν ∈ P s is called the step distribution.
For any real a we introduce the first hitting times of the half lines (a, ∞) and (−∞, a) for random walk {X n : n ∈ N 0 }: ). In order to attain this we need some lemmas:
Proof. With the notation a = min{|x|, |y|}, b = max{|x|, |y|} and ̺ = (a/b) α we have
The final form trivially follows from the identity 1
The second formula follows from
The next lemma is crucial for further considerations.
Lemma 3.2. Let {X n : n ∈ N 0 } be the Kendall random walk. Then
Proof.
In order to calculate Φ 3 notice first that by Proposition 2.2
and applying the second formula from Lemma 3.1 to the measure
Simple, but laborious, application of mathematical induction ends the proof. ♣ 
Proof. Notice that lim t→∞ G(t) = 1 since lim t→∞ Ψ(1/t) = 1. Now it is enough to apply Lemma 3.1:
Proof. It is enough to apply Lemma 3.1: 
k by Proposition 2.2, thus we have
G(t) .
We are ready now to prove the main result of the paper: the WienerHopf factorization for the Kendall random walk. This gives the LaplaceWilliamson transform Es
), thus consequently, also the joint distribution of (τ . Then
Proof. Let H(s, u) := Es
. Then In these calculations we write d(f (s, x)) x for the differential of the function f (s, x) with respect to x. To get the last expression we need to know that G(0) = 0. Now we calculate G ′ (x). Since which was to be shown. Notice that the assumption E|Y 1 | α < ∞ is irrelevant in these calculations. ♣
